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1 Overview 
 

1.1 General Information 
 
1.1.1 Additional Manuals 
 
This manual describes the operation of the Phase application software package. 
For installation, configuration and calibration, please, refer to the Installation manual. 
 

1.2 Equipment Supplied 
 
The Phase product consists of the following components: 
- Combics Pro basic unit 
- Phase application program 
- Manuals in PDF format on CD-ROM 
 
The Phase application requires installation of the following in the device: 
- BIOS 
- Firmware 
- Phase application 
 
 
1.2.1 Accessories 
 
The following accessories (not included with the equipment supplied) are available: 
 
Plug-in cards for slots 1, 2, 3 or 4 
 
Type Function 
PR5510/04 Serial interfaces: RS-485/422 and RS-232 
PR5510/07 Analog input/output; 4 inputs/1 output (up to 1 card) 
PR5510/08 BCD output; 24 outputs, 1 input, open emitter 
PR5510/09 BCD output; 24 outputs, 1 input, open collector 
PR5510/12 Digital inputs and outputs; 6 optocoupler inputs and 12 optocoupler outputs 
PR1721/31 Profibus-DP slave 
PR1721/32 Interbus-S slave 
PR1721/34 DeviceNet slave 
 
Software: 
PR8400 ProBatch+ release 2.00 
 
Scales (the Phase program supports up to 2 scales): 
PR5510/10 internal weighing electronics 
Platform/scale with xBPI protocol 
 
 

1.3 Restrictions 
 
The following functions are not supported: 

- The tandem scale function: C  = A + B 
- The PR 8901/81 Alibi memory function 
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1.4 Functions of the Application 
 
  
- The Combics Pro Phase application functions as a local operating station for the ProBatch+ program 

running on a PC. 
- Up to two scales can be connected to one Combics Pro (WP A and WP B). 
- The production plans, recipes and materials/components are created using ProBatch+. 
- The Combics Pro terminal is the interface between process and operator. 
- You can use a local printer (connected to ProBatch+) to print calibration and configuration data. 
- Material types for process control signals are provided. 
- Digital inputs and outputs are configurable 
- Determination of up to three limit contacts 
- Analog inputs and outputs are configurable 
- Analog signals can be output and read in. 
- Recipes and production plans always remain in ProBatch+. 
- Choice of configurable scale view ('Single WP') and configurable scale overview ('All WPs'). 
- Display of batched weights with bar graph and tolerance range 
- Execution and processing of recipes, production plans or single plan lines 
- Up to 9999 recipe repetitions (recipe cycles) 
- Checking materials for manual batches using bar code or manual input 
- Recording of the lot number(s) for manual batches 
- Configurable dialog for manual batches 
- Division of a manual batch into several steps (split; with lot number, if applicable) 
- Additional configurable designations such as 'Customer', 'Order' and 'Production ID' can be entered. 
- The taring function for manual components is enabled via digital input. 
- Recipe checking using the simulation (can be switched off) prior to production. 
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2 Operation 
 

2.1 Display 
 

320 x 240 color graphic 
display 

Function keys Alphanumeric keys 

 

 
 

Softkeys Indicator keys  Navigation keys 
 

The display shows weight values of up to 7 digits with decimal point and plus or minus sign. 
 

 

Available mass units are t, kg, g, mg, lb and oz. 
The lb and oz units are not permitted for use in 
legal metrology in the EU and EEC. 
The weight readout shows the current weight on a 
bar graph that indicates proportion of the 
maximum capacity (Max), with 0 on the left and 
100% on the right. 
The following status indicators can be shown: 

Status Description Status Description 

 
 

Gross weight display 
(G in NTEP or NSC mode)  

The weight value is within ¼ d (+ 
or -) of zero.  

 
Net weight display 
Net = gross - tare  The weight value is stable 

 

The display shows the stored tare 
weight. When the scale is tared, the 
current weight is stored and the net 
weight is set to zero. 

 

Value not permissible in legal 
metrology (e.g., 10-fold 
resolution) 

 
The display shows the test value without 
mass unit.  

Batching mode; flashes when 
batching is stopped; rapid 
flashing indicates error. 
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2.2 Keypad 
 
The following table shows the basic meanings of symbols on the front-panel keys. Some keys may have 
other functions as well, depending on the active application program. 
 

Indicator 
keys Description  

Indicator 
keys Description 

 
Display gross weight  

 
Start printing 

 
Display tare weight  

 
Selection key for switching scales 

 

Taring; the current gross weight is 
stored in the tare memory, 
provided that: 
- weight value is stable 
- indicator not in error status 
(function dependent on 
configuration) 

 
 

Sets gross weight to zero, 
provided that: 
- weight value is stable 
- weight within zero setting 

range 
(function dependent on 
configuration) 
 

 

Menu keys Description  Menu keys Description 

 

Move cursor to the right when 
editing; selection  

 
Softkey: select function 

 

Move cursor to the left when 
editing; selection  

 
Backspace/delete 

 
Scroll up in the menu  

 

Exit from current menu, continue 
operation on next higher level 

 
Scroll down in the menu  

 
Enter/confirm  

 
Function 
keys 

Description  Function 
keys 

Description 

 

Stand-by mode;  
switch graphic display and power 
to PS/2 port on/off 

 
 

Open the setup menu 

 
Function key  

 
Stop key 

 

Information on version number, 
fitted hardware, 
10-fold resolution 
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2.2.1 Entering Alphanumeric Characters 
 
Input fields are marked clearly. Activation of alphabetic input is indicated. 
 

 
 

 

Example: using the '2' key to enter letters. Press once for 'A', 
twice for 'B', and three times for 'C'. To accept the letter 
shown on the display, press a different key, or the right 
arrow key . Press the left arrow key  to return to the 
previous character. Press the delete key   to delete a 
character from the display. 
If only numeric values are required for input, letters are not 
enabled. 

 
Key Character Remark 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   space key 

 
toggle to alphabetic input mode 

For values less than 1, a zero must be 
entered before the decimal point (e.g., 
0.01). 
 
Decimal point and colon can be entered 
with the "period" key . 
 
To enter a plus or minus sign, press the 
period key : once for a minus sign and 
twice for a plus sign. 
 
To enter a space, press the  key. 
During configuration, you can switch 
between the mass units by pressing . 
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2.2.2 Operation Using Softkeys 
 

The functions of the five softkeys  below the graphic display are indicated in the bottommost text line of 
the display. Softkey functions shown in gray are not available on the active menu level, or not with the 
current access privileges. 
When operating steps involving softkeys are described in this manual, the softkey labels are shown in square 
brackets, rather than graphics of the softkeys. 
 

Setup Config Calib   
 

 
2.2.3 Selection Using the Navigation Keys 
 

 

Press the down arrow key   to scroll down, or the up arrow key  
to scroll up in a menu. Press  to select a menu item. To select the 
desired setting for the selected menu item, press  or . 

 

Press the  key to exit the menu and continue the operation on the next higher level. 
 

An arrow in front of a menu item indicates that there are menu sublevels. The menu item selected (by 
pressing  ) is shown inversely. 
 

Info  

Show version Press the   key to select an item. 
Show status  

 
If the list of menu items is long, a vertical bar graph on the left (black/gray) indicates which part of the list 
is displayed. 
 

Weighing points/WP A/Calibration     
Response time  320 ms  

Digital filter Off  
Test mode Absolute  
W & M None  
Stability time 0.50  s  
Stability range 1.00  d  

      
 
Availability of additional settings options (selectable with  or ) is indicated by preceding double arrows 

. 
 

Weighing point  

Weighing point A  xBPI scale 1 Press  to select [xBPI scale 1].  
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2.2.4 Application Packages/Program Licenses 
 

Examples of program licenses: 
 

Option Type Function 
E6 PR 1792/13 OPC server communication 
I6 PR 5800/20 Batching 

 
 
Software licenses for writing individual application programs: 
 
Type Function 
PR 1750/60 Development tool 

 
Product details are given in the relevant data sheets and manuals. 
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3 Menu Structure 
 

3.1 Setup Menu 
 
The menu settings are described in detail in the installation manual. 
 

3.2 Configuration Menu for Phase 
 
This is the menu for configuring the Phase application. The configuration data is stored in EAROM and thus 
is protected in the event of a power failure or a cold start. 
 
3.2.1 Configuration Menu Tree 
 
Configuration  

 - Inputs  Function assignment for installed input cards 

  - Slot 1  Input configuration for card 1 
  - Slot 2  Input configuration for card 2 
  - Slot 3  Input configuration for card 3 

 - Outputs  Function assignment for installed output cards 

  - Slot 1  Output configuration for card 1 
  - Slot 2  Output configuration for card 2 
  - Slot 3  Output configuration for card 3 

 - Limits   

  - Scale  WP A, WP B 
  - Limit 1 On  0 to Max (maximum capacity), unit (from calibration) 
  - Limit 1 Off  0 to Max 
  - Limit 2 On 0 to Max 
  - Limit 2 Off 0 to Max 

 - Parameters   

  - Printer for config.  None, slot 1/2, RS-232/RS-485
  - Dialog: manual phase  Text input (default: "Start dosing")
  - Lot input field  Text, numeric
  - ID input field  Text, numeric
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Configuration   Configuration for Phase 

 - Production lines   

   

 - Local control   

  - Local start Recipe, Plan, disabled
  - Plan option Start single line, Start entire plan
  - Local stop enabled, disabled
  - Local abort enabled, disabled
  - Customer not used, enter at startup, predefined/show 
  - Order not used, enter at startup, predefined/show 
  - Production ID not used, enter at startup, predefined/show 
  - Recipe cycles not used, enter at startup, predefined/show 

 - All WPs   

  - All WPs enabled, disabled
  - WP status WP in use, WP not in use
  - 1st line WP status: material
  - 2nd line 
  - 3rd line 
  - 4th line 
  - 5th line 
  - 8th line 

Prod. line, Recipe name, Recipe line, Setpoint, Actual,  
Difference, Gross, Blank line 

 - Single WP   

  - Number of lines 1, 2, to 6
  - WP status WP in use, WP not in use
  - 1st line WP status: material
  - 2nd line 
  - 3rd line 
  - 4th line 
  - 5th line 
  - 8th line 

Prod. line, Recipe name, Recipe line, Setpoint, Actual, 
Difference, Gross, Blank line 

 - * Simulation  

  - WP A, B   Activate, deactivate 
  - Flow  Value for coarse flow (e.g., 10 kg/min) 

 
* Only possible when CAL switch 2 and CAL switch A/B are open 
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4 Getting Started 
 

4.1 Switching on the Instrument 
 

 
Please refer to the installation manual for important safety information relating to installation 
and commissioning procedures. 

After switching on the supply voltage, the BIOS menu is displayed. 
If the instrument is not in a regular state, the BIOS menu can be accessed as follows: 
- Press and hold    simultaneously for approximately 6 seconds, or 
- Disconnect the instrument from power (mains) for 1 minute, then reconnect and hold down the  key 

while switching it on again. 
 
==== BIOS MENU ==== 
1 Warmstart (continue from powerfail) 
2 Coldstart (reset application data) 
3 Restore (load application data) 
4 Erase (reset to factory settings) 
5 Test (system tests) 
6 Flash (enter flash setup) 
 
INFO Show versions 

 
Warm start, cold start and other functions can now be performed as described in the installation manual. 
 
 
4.1.1 Factory Settings (Defaults) 
 
Restoring default settings is possible only if write protection has not been activated; see also the description 
of CAL switches in the installation manual. 
 
[4 Erase]: With Erase, up to 5 options are available, with the advantage that only selected memories are 
reset to default: 

[1] All flash memory contents deleted. 
[2] Data in Alibi memory deleted (application must support the Alibi memory). 
[3] Calibration data and parameters of weighing electronics A are reset to defaults. 
[4] Calibration data and parameters of weighing electronics B are reset to defaults. 
[5] The configuration data are reset to defaults. 
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4.2 Configuration Menu 
 

Phase 01.00.00  
Display   
Configuration  Press  and  to select an item. 
Test scale   

 
 

4.2.1 Inputs 
 
The configuration is based on a list of functions. Refer to Section 4.2.3 for the default settings and Section 
6.1 for the addresses. 
When changing the I/O card type, the configuration data remains unchanged.  
 

Configuration  
Inputs  Press the  key to select an item. 
Outputs   
Limits   
Parameters   

 
 

4.2.1.1 Digital Inputs 
 
A function from 1 to 2047 can be assigned to the individual inputs; see Section 6.1. If several inputs are 
assigned to an input function, the input with the higher card number and/or input number prevails. Non-
assigned input functions are ignored. 
The card type and the available inputs and outputs are detected automatically. 
 

Configuration/Inputs  

Slot  1 Press  to select the card slot. 
Type Digital inputs  
Input 1  
SPM bit address 128  
   

Inp - Inp +     
 
Press[Inp -]/[Inp +], or enter the number to switch inputs. 
If the selected slot does not have any inputs, this is indicated as follows: 
 

Configuration/Inputs  

Slot  2  

Type No inputs  
   

      
 
Possible plug-in cards 
PR5510/08 Digital I/O type: 1 input 
PR5510/09 Digital I/O type: 1 input 
PR5510/12 Digital I/O type: 6 inputs 
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4.2.2 Outputs 
 
Changing the card type does not affect the configuration data. The configuration is based on a list of 
functions, each assigned to an internal bit. Part of the list defines functions of the system, while another, 
larger part is defined only by recipes and materials. See Section 4.2.4 for the default setting, and Section 6.1 
for the addresses. 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs  Press  and  to select an item. 
Limits   
Parameters   

 
 
4.2.2.1 Digital Outputs 
 
A function from 1 to 2047 can be assigned to the individual outputs; refer to Section 6.1.  
The card type and the available inputs and outputs are detected automatically.  
 

Configuration/Outputs  

Slot  1 Press  to select a slot. 
Type Digital outputs  
Output 1  
SPM bit address 256  
   

Outp - Outp +     
 
To select the output, press [Outp -]/[Outp +] or enter the number. 
If the selected slot does not have any outputs, this is indicated as shown below: 
 

Configuration/Outputs  

Slot  2  

Type No outputs  
   

      
 
Possible plug-in cards 
PR5510/08 digital I/O type: 24 outputs 
PR5510/09 digital I/O type: 24 outputs 
PR5510/12 digital I/O type: 12 outputs 
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4.2.2.2 Output Configuration for PR 5510/08 and -/09 BCD Cards 
 
The PR5510/08 and PR5510/09 cards can be installed in slot 1, 2 or 3 and are configurable as: 
- Digital output card with 24 outputs and 1 input. Configuration as for a digital I/O card; refer to 

Section 4.2.2.1.  
- BCD output with 5 decades for weight values. On a scale with more than 5 digits, only the 5 least 

significant digits are displayed. This data pertains to the scale selected under [Data source]. 
- 16 bits in DWORD 34, 35 or 36, depending on slot. 

 

Data output: 
 

Bit PIN Meaning 
0 2 1 
1 3 2 
2 4 4 
3 5 8 

x10 0 

4 6 1 
5 7 2 
6 8 4 
7 9 8 

x10 1 

8 10 1 
9 11 2 
10 12 4 
11 13 8 

x10 2 

12 14 1 
13 15 2 
14 16 4 
15 17 8 

x10 3 

16 18 1 
17 19 2 
18 20 4 
19 21 8 

x10 4 

20 22 Sign 
21 23 Stability 
22 24 Value is valid 
23 25 Tared 
 

Switching from BCD to digital outputs and vice versa does not affect the output functions configured for 
this slot. 
 

Configuration/Outputs  

Slot  2  

Type  BCD output Press  to select an item. 
Data source WP A  
BCD value Gross  
   

      
 

To use the BCD function, the [Type] must be set to [BCD output]. With setting [Digital outputs], the card 
behaves as described in Section 4.2.2.1. You can select the scale under [Data source]. 
If the setting is [Data source] = [WP A to D], the following [BCD value] can be selected: 
- Gross 
- Net 
- Tare 
- as display 
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Instead of a weighing point, the SPM address defined for this slot can be selected as a data source; refer to 
Section 6.1. 
 

Configuration/Outputs  

Slot 2  
Type BCD output  

Data source  SPM %MD 35 Press  to select an item. 
   

      
 
The predefined addresses are: slot 1: %MD 34, slot 2: %MD 35, slot 3: %MD 36.  
The 5 least significant decades of the DWORD are output. 
These addresses can be used on the 16 least significant bits with the analog output component from a 
recipe. 
Press  to return to the previous menu [Configuration]. 
 
 
4.2.2.3 Input Configuration of the Analog Input/Output Card  
 
One PR5510/07 card can be installed, using slot 1, 2 or 3. 
No configuration options are available for the analog inputs. Data is copied to %MW 60 to 63; see also 
Section 6.1.  
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4.2.2.4 Output Configuration of the Analog Input/Output Card  
 
One PR5510/07 card can be installed, using slot 1, 2 or 3. 
 

Configuration/Outputs  

Slot  3  

Type Analog output  
Data source WP A  
Analog value Gross  
Range 0 to 20 mA  
ON ADC error 0 mA  
If below zero 0 mA  
If above Max 20 mA  
   

      
 
 

[Data source] 
[WP A], [WP B] 
 

Output of the weight values from scales A or B. 
0 to Max are converted into 0/4 mA to 20 mA. 

[SPM %MW 64 - 66], 
Slot 1 to 3 

For details on the value output to the SPM address see Section 6.1. 
The SPM values are saved in the 0 to 20 mA output area with 1 µA/d.  

[Analog value] 
[Gross] Output of the gross value 
[Net/gross] Output of the net value, if tared; otherwise gross 
[Net/0 mA] Output of the net value, if tared; otherwise 0 mA 
[Net/4 mA] Output of the net value, if tared; otherwise 4 mA 
[Net/20 mA] Output of the net value, if tared; otherwise 20 mA 

[Range] 
[0 to 20 mA] Output of 0 to Max as 0 to 20 mA 
[4 to 20 mA] Output of 0 to Max as 4 to 20 mA 

[On ADC error] 
[0 mA] Set the output to 0 mA 
[4 mA] Set the output to 4 mA 
[20 mA] Set the output to 20 mA 
[hold] The last output value is held. 

[If below zero] 
[0 mA] Set the output to 0 mA 
[4 mA] Set the output to 4 mA 
[20 mA] Set the output to 20 mA 
[hold] The last output value is held 
[linear] Only for [4 to 20 mA]: the output decreases below 4 mA until the limit 

is reached. 

[If above Max] 
[0 mA] Set the output to 0 mA 
[4 mA] Set the output to 4 mA 
[20 mA] Set the output to 20 mA 
[hold] The last output value is held. 
[linear] The output increases above 20 mA until the limit is reached. 

 
Press  to return to the previous menu [Configuration]. 
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4.2.2.5 Adapting the Analog Output 
 
The output current can be adapted in small ranges. This is necessary in the event of small deviations from 
the nominal value in a connected PLC.  
This function requires administrator rights. 
Press  [Show hardware slots]-[Slot 1, 2, 3  PR5510/07  analog I/O] to display the menu: 
 

Info/Hardware slots  

PR5510/07 on slot 3  
In use by PLC task 1  
Analog output 9.066 mA  
Counts 24711 cnt  
Analog input 1 13  
 0.433 %  
   

Stop PLC Stop I/O Adjust Reset  Press [Adjust]. 
 

Info/Hardware slots/Adjust analog output slot 3  

Output  4.000 mA  
Measured 4.004 mA  

 
Enter the value for 4 mA (measured, for example, by the connected PLC) under [Measured]. 
After you press  , the second value (20 mA) is displayed: 
 

Info/Hardware slots/Adjust analog output slot 3  

Output  20.000 mA  
Measured 20.010 mA  

 
Type in the value for 20 mA (measured, for example, by the connected PLC) under [Measured]. 
 

Save settings? Press [Yes] to confirm the changes, or [No] to restore the original values. 

 
_To reset to the default values (4 mA and 20 mA): 
 

Information/Hardware slots  

PR5510/07 on slot 3  
In use by PLC task 1  
Analog output 9.066 mA  
Counts 24711 cnt  
Analog input 1 13  
 0.433 %  
   

Stop PLC Stop I/O Adjust Reset  Press [Reset]. 
 
You are prompted to confirm: 
 

Reset to default? Reply [Yes] to reset the defaults,  
or [No] to retain the values entered. 
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4.2.3 Default Input Settings 
 
Digital inputs, slot 1 only: 
Example: PR5510/12 card; no function if set to 0. No data is entered at the factory. 
 
Input 
number 

Function Bit 

1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   
 
 
4.2.4 Default Output Settings 
 
Digital outputs, slot 1 only: 
Example: PR5510/12 card; no function if set to 0. No data is entered at the factory. 
 
Output 
number 

Function Bit 

1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   
7   
8   
9   
10   
11   
12   
 
Analog output: 
 
Parameter Value 
Data source WP A 
Analog value Gross 
Range 4 to 20 mA 
On ADC error 0 mA 
If below zero 0 mA 
If above Max 0 mA 
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4.2.5 Entering Limits 
 
Each limit consists of a switch-on and a switch-off point for definition of a hysteresis. Two pairs of limits 
can be defined for each scale. The values may be within -0.01 x Max and 1.01 x Max of the related scale. 
The limit outputs are listed in Section 6.1; they do not have a function for batching. 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs   
Limits  Press  and  to select an item. 

 
Configuration/Limits  

Scale  WP A Press  to select an item. 
Limit 1 On 890.00 kg  
Limit 1 Off 900.00 kg  
Limit 2 On 300.00 kg  
Limit 2 Off 290.00 kg  

 

Example: 

 

The output signal (Out 1) of 
Limit 1 (Lim 1) switches 'Off' 
above a weight (Wgt) of 
900 kg; Limit 2 (Lim 2) switches 
'Off' below 290 kg. The two 
limits have a hysteresis of 10 
kg. In the event of a power 
failure (both outputs 'Off'), the 
outputs indicate underfill and 
overfill simultaneously. 

 

 

If the limits (Lim) for 'On' and 
'Off' are equal, output 1 (Out 1) 
switches 'On' when the weight 
(Wgt) exceeds the value and 
output 2 (Out 2) switches 'Off' 
when the weight falls below the 
value. 
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4.2.6 Parameters 
 
Select [Parameters] in the configuration menu. 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs   
Limits   
Parameters  Press  and  to select an item. 

 
Configuration/Parameters  

Printer for config.  Slot 2 - RS-232  
Dialog: manual phase Start dosing  
Lot input field numeric  
ID input field numeric  

 
[Printer for config.] 
Select the interface to which the printer is connected to print the configuration data. The interface 
parameters must be entered under  -[Serial port param.]-[Printer]. 
 
[Dialog: manual phase] 
This text is shown to prompt manual phases. 
You can enter up to 30 alphanumeric characters; [Start dosing] is the default text. 
 
[Lot input field] 
Select [Numeric] or [text]. Up to 18 characters can be entered using the keypad. See also Section 5.2.5 . 
 
[ID input field] 
Select [Numeric] or [text]. Up to 18 characters may be entered using the keypad. 
 
4.2.7 Production Lines 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs   
Limits   
Parameters   
Production lines  Press  and  to select an item. 

 
Select this menu item to update the names of the production lines configured in ProBatch+. The production 
lines are shown in a list and can be activated or deactivated for this instrument. For a deactivated 
production line, download for starting the related plans/plan lines/recipes locally is not possible. Recipes 
pertaining to non-activated production lines are not shown in the [Plan]/[Recipe] menu. 
 

Configuration/Production lines  

Production line enabled  

Phase Combics Pro   
   
   

    Load  
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4.2.8 Local Control 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs   
Limits   
Parameters   
Production lines   
Local control  Press  and  to select an item. 

 
Configuration/Local control  

Local start  Plan  
Plan option Start entire plan Only possible, if [Plan] is selected 
Local stop   
Local abort   
Customer not used  
Order not used  
Production ID not used  
Recipe cycles not used  
   

 
[Local start]  
You can select [disabled], [Recipe] or [Plan]. The following menu items are adapted accordingly.  
 
[Plan option]  
If you select [Plan] under [Local start], you can also choose between [Start entire plan] and [Start single 
line]. 
 
[Local stop], [Local abort] 
Check this box to enable execution of the corresponding function (Stop, Abort) on the instrument under 
[Recipe] or [Plan] during production. 
 
[Customer], [Order]  
If you select [Recipe] under [Local start], you can choose between [not used], [enter at startup] and 
[predefined]. 
With [predefined], the alphanumeric text must be entered (up to 20 characters) in the following line. 
If you select [Plan] under [Local start], you can choose between [not used] and [show]. 
 
[Production ID] 
If you select [Recipe] under [Local start], you can choose between [not used], [enter at startup] and 
[predefined]. 
With [predefined], the number must be entered (up to 20 characters) in the following line. 
If you select [Plan] under [Local start], you can choose between [not used] and [show]. 
 
[Recipe cycles] 
If you select [Recipe] under [Local start], you can choose between [not used], [enter at startup] and 
[predefined]. 
If you select [Plan] under [Local start], you can choose between [not used] and [show]. 
The maximum number of recipe cycles is 9999. 
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4.2.9 All WPs 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Output   
Limits   
Parameters   
Production lines   
Local control   
All WPs  Press  and  to select an item. 

 

Configuration/All WPs  Configuration/All WPs 
All WPs  enabled  WP status enabled 
WP status WP in use  WP status  WP not in use
1st line WP status: material  1st line WP status: material 
2nd line Recipe name  2nd line Gross 
3rd line Difference  3rd line Blank line 
4th line Prod. line  4th line Blank line 
5th line Actual  5th line Blank line 
6th line Blank line  6th line Blank line 

 

Set [All WPs] to [enabled] to have the 'All WPs' overview displayed. 
Under [WP status], you can configure the content of the display in active and inactive weighing point states. 
The maximum number of displayed lines is 6. In the active state, the content of lines 2 to 6 can be selected 
from a list ([Production line], [Recipe name], [Recipe line], [Setpoint], [Actual], [Difference], [Gross], [Blank 
line]). In the inactive status, only [Gross] can be selected. 
 

4.2.10 Single WP 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs   
Limits   
Parameters   
Production lines   
Local control   
All WPs   
Single WP  Press  and  to select an item. 

 
Configuration/Single WP  Configuration/Single WP 

Number of lines  5  Number of lines 5 
WP status WP in use  WP status  WP not in use
1st line WP status: material  1st line WP status: material 
2nd line Recipe name  2nd line Blank line 
3rd line Difference  3rd line Blank line 
4th line Prod. line  4th line Blank line 
5th line Actual  5th line Blank line 

 
[Number of lines] defines the number of displayed lines. 
Under [WP status], you can configure the display content in the active state of the weighing point. The 
maximum number of displayed lines is 6. For lines 2 – 6, the content can be selected from a list, as under 
'All WPs'. In the inactive status, lines 2 to 6 are always blank. 
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4.2.11 Printing the Configuration Data 
 
The configuration data is output on the configured printer. The print width is limited to 39 characters. 
When printing the first line, the program check whether printing was possible. In the event of a printer 
failure during printing, a time-out of approximately 3 s is active for each print line. The printout reflects the 
current data status. 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs   
Limits   
Parameters   
Production lines   
Local control   
All WPs   
Single WP   
Simulation   

   

    Print  
 
Press [Print] or  to print the configuration data. 
 

Configuration            Phase 01.00.00 
Last modified           2007.04.01 10:43 
--------------------------------------- 
 
Inputs                                  
 Slot 1                  Digital inputs 
  Input 1                           180 
  Input 2                          .. 0 
  Input 3                             0 
  Input 4                             0 
  Input 5                             0 
  Input 6                             0 
 Slot 2                       No inputs 
 Slot 3                       No inputs 
 
Outputs                                 
 Slot 1                 Digital outputs 
  Output 1                           84 
  Output 2                           85 
  Output 3                           86 
  Output 4                            0 
  Output 5                            0 
  Output 6                            0 
  Output 7                            0 
  Output 8                            0 
  Output 9                            0 
  Output 10                           0 
  Output 11                           0 
  Output 12                           0 
 Slot 2                      No outputs 
 Slot 3                   Analog output 
  Data source                SPM %MW 66 
 
Limits                                  
 WP A Limit 1 On               0.000 kg 
 WP A Limit 1 Off              0.000 kg 
 WP A Limit 2 On               0.000 kg 
 WP A Limit 2 Off              0.000 kg 
 WP B Limit 1 On               0.000 kg 
 WP B Limit 1 Off              0.000 kg 
 WP B Limit 2 On               0.000 kg 
 WP B Limit 2 Off              0.000 kg 
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Parameters           
 Printer for config.     Slot 2 - RS-232 
 Dialog: manual phase    Start dosing 
 Lot input field                numeric 
 ID input field                 numeric 
 
Production lines                        
 
Local control                           
Plan option           Start entire plan 
 Local stop                         Yes 
 Local abort                        Yes 
 Customer                      not used 
 Order                         not used 
 Production ID                 not used 
 Recipe cycles                 not used 
 
All WPs                        enabled 
 WP in use 
  1st line          WP status: material 
  2nd line                  Recipe name 
  3rd line                   Difference 
  4th line             Production lines 
  5th line                       Actual 
  6th line                   Blank line 
 WP not in use                          
  1st line          WP status: material 
  2nd line                        Gross 
  3rd line                   Blank line 
  4th line                   Blank line 
  5th line                   Blank line 
  6th line                   Blank line 
 
Single WP  
 Number of lines                      6 
 WP in use 
  1st line          WP status: material 
  2nd line                  Recipe line 
  3rd line                  Recipe name 
  4th line                       Actual 
  5th line                   Difference 
  6th line                   Blank line 
 WP not in use  
  1st line          WP status: material 
  2nd line                   Blank line 
  3rd line                   Blank line 
  4th line                   Blank line 
  5th line                   Blank line 
  6th line                   Blank line 
 

 
 
4.2.12 Closing the Configuration Menu 
 
Press ; you are prompted to confirm before the configuration menu is closed: 
 

? 
Save configuration ? 

Yes No C'tinue 
   

Press [Yes] to save the parameters in the EAROM, 
or [No] to close the configuration menu without saving. 
 
Press [C'tinue] to leave the configuration menu open. 
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4.3 Simulation 
 
To simulate a weighing point, the CAL switch 2 must be open. When the switch is closed, the [Simulation] 
menu item is not shown. If CAL switch A or B is closed, the simulation option is switched off for the 
corresponding scale. 
Scale data is defined in the [Setup] menu. The simulation reacts to the 'Coarse', 'Fine' and 'Discharge' batch 
signals. The speed of the coarse flow to be simulated is adjustable in units/minute (e.g. 10 kg/min for a 
scale with kg graduations). The batch direction (charge or discharge batching) is detected. Fine batching is 
approximately 1/5 of the coarse flow and discharging is done at about 5 times the speed of the coarse flow. 
After a cold start, the simulation is off. The parameters are not saved in EAROM. 
 

Configuration  
Inputs   
Outputs   
Limits   
Parameters   
Production lines   
Local control   
All WPs   
Single WP   
Simulation  Press  and  to select an item. 

 

Configuration/Simulation  

WP A   Press   to activate. 
Flow 0kg/min Enter the coarse flow speed. 
WP B    
Flow 0kg/min  

 
 

4.4 Scale Test 
 
The test can be executed only for the built-in weight amplifier [WP A/B]; other scales will generate error 
messages. 
 

Phase 01.00.00  
Display   
Configuration   
Test scale  Press  and  to select an item. 

 
If the analog test is activated, the load cell measurement signal is disconnected. Execution of the scale test 
is useful only if the test value was calculated during calibration of the scale. 
Which value is displayed depends on the setting under [Setup]-[Weighing points]-[Weighing point A/B]-
[Internal A/B]-[Calib.]-[Param.]-[Test mode]: 
 - [Absolute]: The current test value is displayed (e.g. 5000) 
 - [Relative]: The difference from the initially saved test value is displayed (e.g. 0000). 
 

 

End of analog test 

OK 

The test value is displayed until you press [OK]. Then the box is 
closed and the weight value is shown again. 
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5 Scale Operation and Display 
 
The data displayed, the functions available and the steps required are all dependent on the operation being 
performed. 
 

5.1 Display 
 
5.1.1 Bar Graph, Tolerance Range 
 
During automatic as well as manual batching, a bar graph scaled to the setpoint for the material in use is 
shown above the weight display. The tolerance range is marked; regardless of the absolute value, this 
indicator always has the same width. The setpoint is marked by triangles above and below, and is always in 
the middle of the range shown (even if the tolerance is not symmetrical). As soon as the tolerance range is 
reached, the color changes from orange to green. When the range is exceeded, the color changes to red. If 
both tolerance values are set to 0, no tolerance range is shown and the bar graph changes from green to red 
when the setpoint is exceeded. 
 

 

Setpoint: 300 kg 
Tolerance below setpoint: 2% 
Tolerance above setpoint: 2 % 

 
 
5.1.2 General Information 
 
The phase display depends on the selected batch mode. For a description of batch modes, refer to the 
ProBatch+ (release 2.00) manual. The following rules apply: 

- The  key stops all active phases in the weighing points configured on the instrument. 
- In menus like the configuration menu and in the 'All WPs' overview, use the  arrow keys for 

navigation, the  key to select the highlighted item and the  key to close the menu item. 
- Softkeys are displayed only if the associated function is enabled. 
- When operator intervention is required, the phase status indicator flashes in gray in the 'All WPs' 

overview. In the 'Single WP' view, the status is also indicated by the color of the first line (red = 
stopped or alarm, yellow = material flow warning). 

- If operator intervention is required on a different weighing point (e.g., WP B) while WP A is displayed, 
the status display alternates between the current phase status and the message: [Alarm WP B].  
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5.2 Operation 
 
The program is operated using the Combics Pro keypad. Message boxes open to prompt input of required 
data, such as material numbers or lot numbers. 
 
5.2.1 All WPs 
 
No active phase on WP A and WP B 
WP A Max 30kg d= 0.002kg Metrological line for the marked weighing point 

WP A Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
   

    Recipe  
 
The weighing points configured on the instrument are shown in this overview. 
[WP status: material] is always shown on the first line. For the second line, [Gross] is configured.  
If no phase is active on the weighing point, its status is [Idle]. The properties and the weight of the 
weighing point marked with gray background are shown in the headline (metrology) of this page.  
 
Press  to select the previous or the subsequent weighing point.  
Recipe operations are selected under [Recipe]: ([Stop], [Abort]). [Recipe] can be selected at any time during 
display, unless a message box is open.  
If none of the softkeys is pressed, the window is closed after approximately 5 seconds.  
Press  to change to the 'Single WP' view of the weighing point marked in gray. 
Press  to close the display. A box shows a corresponding message. Closing this display does not affect the 
current process. 
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5.2.1.1 Starting, Stopping and Aborting Recipes Locally 
 
The instrument is shown in the 'All WPs' overview: 
 

WP A Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
   

    Recipe  
 
The menu items [Local start], [Local stop] and [Local abort] can be enabled under [Configuration]-[Local 
control] for [Recipe].  
If all items are disabled, the softkey [Recipe] is not shown.  
Press [Recipe] to view the selection; see also Section 5.3 . 
 

? 
Select recipe function 

Start Stop Abort 
   

If no recipe is active on the weighing point, or if [Local stop] and 
[Local abort] are not enabled for [Recipe], only [Start] is displayed. 

 
Press [Start] to start a recipe. 
Press [Stop] to stop the recipe containing the active phase on this weighing point. 
Press [Abort] to cancel the recipe containing the active phase. 
 
Before a recipe can be selected, it must be loaded from ProBatch+: 
 

Start recipe  
Production line Prod. line1  
Recipe name  Supermix  
Setpoint 0 kg  
Order   
Production ID 0  
Recipe cycles 1  
   

Start    Load  
 

 

Loading recipes... 

This box opens when you press [Load].  
The recipe names provided in ProBatch+ for the production line 
activated at the instrument are transmitted to the instrument, where 
they are listed for selection under [Recipe name]. 

 
You can select the recipe to be started under [Recipe name]. 
When new recipes are written in ProBatch+, the [Load] operation must be repeated before they can be used 
in CSIRO Phase.  
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!!! 
No recipes for selected production line 

 OK  
   

If there is no connection to ProBatch+, or if no recipes for 
the selected production line are available in ProBatch+: 
Press [OK] to return to the 'All WPs' overview. 

 
Active phase on WP A (automatic) 
WP A Max 30kg d= 0.002kg Metrological line for the marked weighing point 

WP A Coarse B1 WP A Coarse phase for B1 (net batching) 
 Recipe name B1, B8 WP A The line content depends on the configuration. 
 Difference 1.780 kg The line content depends on the configuration. 
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
   

Stop    Recipe  
 
The phase can be stopped with [Stop]. 
 
After pressing [Stop]: 
Stopped phase on WP A (automatic) 
WP A Max 30kg d= 0.002kg Metrological line for the marked weighing point 

WP A Held B1 WP A The phase is stopped. 
 Recipe name B1, B8 WP A The line content depends on the configuration. 
 Difference 1.460 kg The line content depends on the configuration. 
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
   

C'tinue Abort   Recipe  
 
Press [C'tinue] to continue the phase. 
If you cancel the stopped phase with [Abort], the following recipe line is executed before aborting.  
 
 
Active phase on WP A (manual) 
WP A Max 30kg d= 0.002kg Metrological line for the marked weighing point 

WP A Manual D1 WP A Flashing: an operator action is required. 
 Recipe name Manual WP A The line content depends on the configuration. 
 Difference 1.460 kg The line content depends on the configuration. 
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
   

Stop    Recipe  
 
The phase can be stopped with [Stop]. 
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5.2.2 Single WP 
 
No active phase on WP A  

The metrological line, the bar graph, the status and 
the current weight readout from the selected 
weighing point are shown; see also Section 5.1.1. 

WP-A Idle  Only the standard line is configured 
   for the inactive weighing point. 
    
   

    Recipe  
 
Press  to select the previous or the subsequent weighing point. 
Press [Recipe] to access the menu items defined in the configuration. 
To close the 'Single WP' view, press  . Closing this view does not affect the active process. 
 
 
Active phase on WP A (automatic) 
WP A Coarse B1 WP A  
Prod. line  Line A, B, C, D  
Recipe name  B1, B8 WP A  
Setpoint  1000 kg  
Difference  428 kg  

Stop    Recipe  
 
The bar graph is scaled to the component setpoint and indicates when the tolerance range is reached; see 
also Section 5.1.1. 
The contents of the lines are shown in accordance with the configuration for active weighing points. 
Press  to select the previous or the subsequent weighing point.  
Press [Recipe] to access the menu items defined in the configuration. 
To stop the phase, press [Stop]. 
To close the 'Single WP' view, press  . Closing this view does not affect the active process. 
 
 
Stopped phase on WP A (automatic) 
WP A Held B1 WP A Red, flashing 
Prod. line  Line A, B, C, D  
Recipe name  B1, B8 WP A  
Setpoint  1000 kg  
Difference  428 kg  

C'tinue Abort   Recipe  
 
The line contents are shown in accordance with the configuration for active weighing points. 
To close the 'Single WP' view, press  . Closing this view does not affect the active process. 
If operator intervention is required on a different weighing point (e.g., WP B) while WP A is displayed, the 
status display alternates between [Held] and [Alarm WP B]. 
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Start manual component on WP A 
 

? 
WP A 

Start dosing 

OK  Exit 
   

The text (here: [Start dosing]) can be defined under [Start]-
[Configuration]-[Parameters]-[Dialog: manual phase]. 

 
Press [OK] to close this box. If no further operator dialogs have been configured, the scale is tared. If you do 
not want to have the scale tared immediately, you can configure the program to require user input to 
activate taring; see Section 5.2.8 for details. 
 
Press [Exit] to close the box. The phase continues waiting for start by the operator. 
 
 
5.2.3 Acknowledging a Tolerance Alarm 
 
When the tolerance limits entered in ProBatch+ for the component is exceeded, a tolerance alarm is 
generated: 
 
WP A Max 3000kg d= 1kg Metrological line for the marked weighing point 

WP A Tol. alarm B1 Gray, flashing: operator intervention required 
 Recipe name Rec_B1 Automatic batching (B1) 
 Difference 10 kg Current difference (setpoint - actual value) 
 Prod. line Prod. line1  
 Actual 90 kg  
    
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
   

C'tinue Abort   Recipe  
 
In ProBatch+, the alarm is shown in the 'Process' window for the production line and is entered in the alarm 
table. 
Press [C'tinue] after manual correction (here: adding material). 
Press [Abort] to cancel the batch; the quantities are recorded. 
 
Press  to switch from the 'All WPs' overview to the 'Single WP' view for the selected weighing point.  
 
WP A Max 3000kg d= 1kg Metrological line for the marked weighing point 

WP A Tol. alarm B1 Red, flashing: an operator intervention is required 
Prod. line  Prod. line1  

Recipe name  Rec_B1 Automatic batching (B1) 
Setpoint  100 kg  

Difference  10 kg Current difference (setpoint - actual) 

C'tinue Accept   Recipe  
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5.2.4 Checking the Material 
 
The 'Material ID check' function lets you enter the designation of a manual batching component, manually 
or using a barcode scanner, to have it checked against a stored designation. For the local machine you can 
define whether lot numbers will be entered as [Text] or [Numeric] by default, under [Start]-[Configuration]-
[Parameters]-[ID input field]. This simply precludes the need to switch the input format on the instrument. 
To activate material checking, fill in the [Parameter]-[ID=1] field under [Component]-[Edit]/[Create] in 
ProBatch+.  
Optionally, the content of the bar code can be transmitted to the instrument. If a value for [Bar] is specified, 
the input is checked; otherwise, the material name is checked. 
If the code entered is not identical to the code defined under [Parameter]-[Bar], a corresponding message 
box opens. The operator can repeat the input, or abort the phase. 
 

 PR8400  Sartorius ProBatch+   2.00 
Edit Component - [Manadd-bar] 

Name Parameter 

WP 

Batchmode 

 

? 
Material ID check for 

'Manadd-bar' 

 . 
 

Start of manual component with material check. 
The "Start" dialog is followed by the material check. 

 
Once the correct code has been entered, and confirmed by pressing  , the message box closes and the 
phase starts taring. 
 

!!! 
ID check failed 
Retry or abort 
"Manadd-bar" 

Retry  Abort 
   

This message is shown if the code is wrong. 

 
Press [Retry] to repeat the input, or [Abort] to cancel the operation. 
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5.2.5 Lot Documentation 
 
The function permits documentation of any quantity of lot numbers for each phase (only with manual 
components). The lot numbers are transmitted to the PC together with the batched weight prior to the entry 
of a new lot number using ProBatch+. 
The input format for the lot number can be designated locally as [Text] or [Numeric] under [Start]-
[Configuration]-[Parameters]-[Lot input field]. This simply precludes the need to switch the input format on 
the instrument. To activate the lot documentation, fill in the [Parameter]-[Lot=1] field under [Component]-
[Edit]/[Create] in ProBatch+. This functionality can be combined with the material check. 
 

 PR8400  Sartorius ProBatch+   2.00 
Edit Component - [Manadd] 

Name Parameter 

WP 

Batch mode 

 

? 
Enter lot for: 

'Manadd' 

 . 
 

Start of manual component with activated lot documentation. 
Confirmation of the "Start" dialog is followed by the lot 
documentation. 

 
Once the lot number has been entered and confirmed by pressing , the lot number is saved in ProBatch+, 
the message box closes, and the phase starts taring. 
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5.2.6 Preceding Dialog 
 
In ProBatch+, specify the dialog type with dialog=X and the additional parameters marked with [dsp] in field 
[Parameter] under [Component]-[Edit]/[Create]. 
 
The operator can select one of nine dialog types. 
 
Dialog 
type 

Dialog function 

dialog=1 Input of an (integer) number; 'dsp1' is used as a headline, 'dsp2' as a possible unit 

dialog=2 Input of a (real) number; 'dsp1' is used as a headline, 'dsp2' as a possible unit 

dialog=3 Input of a weight value; 'dsp1' is used as a headline. The unit for the weight is taken over 
from the instrument. 

dialog=4 Input of a text (format: string); 'dsp1' is used as a headline. 

dialog=5 Dialog using softkey [OK]; 'dsp1' is used as a headline. 

dialog=6 Dialog using softkey [OK] and 'Abort'; 'dsp1' is used as a headline. 

dialog=7 Dialog using softkey [Yes] and [No]; 'dsp1' is used as a headline. 

dialog=8 Dialog using softkey [Yes], [No] or [C'tinue]; 'dsp1' is used as a headline 

dialog=9 Dialog using up to three user-defined softkeys. 'dsp1' is used as a headline. The softkeys are 
entered via dsp2.  
Example: dsp2='key1 key2 key3' 

 
Example: 
Manual component D4_Dialog; dialog type: dialog=2. 
In the box, the headline specified under [dsp1=] is shown. Under [dsp2=], for instance, the unit is defined; 
the value to be entered is saved in floating point format. 
 

 PR8400  Sartorius ProBatch+   2.00 
Edit Component - [S-Dialog] 

Name Parameter 

WP 

Batch mode 

 
Box ('Single WP'): 
 

? 
First text ! 

0 Second text ! 
 

Dialog = 2 
dsp1='First text !' 
Input of a number 
dsp2='Second text !' 
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5.2.7 Split Function (for Manual Components) 
 
A manual batch can be divided into any number of subphases. Between subphases the batched weight (with 
the associated lot number, if applicable) is sent to ProBatch+ and the scale is tared. This function is possible 
in each manual phase during batching. Once data has been sent to ProBatch+ successfully, the next 
subphase analogous to a standard manual phase starts; i.e., if ID checking and lot documentation are 
configured for the material, these parameters must be entered again. 
 
WP A Manual Manadd  
Prod. line  Prod. line1  
Recipe name  REcAmanL  
Setpoint  100 kg  
Difference  10 kg  
   

Stop Split Lot Save Recipe  
 

 

Sending data to ProBatch... 

Splitting a manual component 
To divide a phase into subphases during batching, press [Split]. 
The previously batched weight is sent to ProBatch+ with all related 
data. 

 

? 
WP A 

Start dosing 

OK  Exit 
   

Press [OK] to close the box. The actual phase starts. If no other 
dialogs were configured by the user, the scale is tared at this point. 
Press [Exit] to switch to the 'All WPs' view. The scale continues 
waiting for a start command. 

 
Subsequently, the next subphase is started. 
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5.2.8 User-Controlled Taring (for Manual Components) 
 
For manual batching, you can have the taring operation triggered by user input rather than carried out 
automatically. 
This is configured in ProBatch+ by entering, for example, SPMinTare=16 in the [Parameter] field under 
[Component]-[Edit]/[Create]. 
 

 PR8400  Sartorius ProBatch+   2.00 
Edit Component - [Manadd] 

Name Parameter 

WP 

Batch mode 

 
Continuing with the example of the SPMinTare parameter, you can assign this value to an input on the 
optocoupler input/output card locally, under [Configuration]-[Inputs]. 
 

? 
WP A 

Start dosing 

Start  Stop 

If you press [Start], the input is not queried and the instrument is 
tared. Alternatively, taring can be started via the configured input.  
If you press [Stop], the phase switched to the 'held' state. When you 
press [C'tinue], this message box opens again. 
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5.3 Local Recipe Start 
 

Recipes can be started locally; i.e., using Combics Pro, at any time. For this purpose, the recipes for the 
production lines must be generated using the [Create] command in ProBatch+. Access to recipes stored in 
ProBatch+ must be enabled for each recipe [Recipe access] under [Recipe]-[Create]/[Edit] (usually this is 
already enabled). Set the  parameter under [Start]-[Configuration]-[Local control]-[Local start] to [Recipe]. 
To access the menu for starting the recipes, press [Recipe] while the 'Single WP' view or 'All WPs' overview is 
displayed. In this menu, all recipes contained in the recipe database are listed dependent on the production 
line.  
 

WP A Max 3000kg d= 1kg 'All WPs' overview 

WP A Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
   

    Recipe Press [Recipe]. 
 

? 
Select recipe function 

Start Stop Abort 
   

If no recipe has been started, or if [Local stop] and [Local start] are 
not enabled for [Recipe], only [Start] is shown. 

 
Recipes Menu: Local recipe start 

Production line Prod. line1  
Recipe name  Rec_B1 Select a recipe 
Setpoint 100 kg  

   

Start    Load  
 
To load the current recipe names, press [Load]: 
 

 

Loading recipes... 

This operation may take several minutes, dependent on the number 
of recipes. If no recipes were created using ProBatch+, no recipe 
names are loaded. 

 

!!! 
Cannot load recipes 

 OK  
   

This message indicates that no connection to ProBatch+ can be 
established (for example, because ProBatch+ is not running, or the 
network cable is disconnected). This message remains displayed until 
you press [OK]. 
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!!! 
Cannot start recipe 

 OK  
   

This message indicates that no connection to ProBatch+ can be 
established (for example, because ProBatch+ is not running, or the 
network cable is disconnected). This message remains displayed until 
you press [OK]. 

 
[Start] The selected recipe is started. A message containing the displayed recipe 

parameters is sent to ProBatch+. Once the recipe has been started successfully, 
the previous view ('Single WP' or 'All WPs') is shown again. 

[Load] Communication with ProBatch+ is established and the recipe names of the 
activated production lines are downloaded. 

[Setpoint] Independent of the configuration, the setpoint can be modified at any time. The 
dimension of the weight depends on the recipe in ProBatch+. 

[Customer] 
[Order] 
[Production ID] 
[Recipe cycles] 

These parameters are dependent on the configuration; see also Section 4.2.8. 
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5.4 Local Start of a Production Plan/Plan Line 
 

Production plans can be started locally; i.e., using Combics Pro, at any time. For this purpose, the plans 
must be generated using the [Create] command and activated with [Set ready] in ProBatch+. Set the 
parameter under [Start]-[Configuration]-[Local control]-[Local start] to [Plan]. The [Plan option] parameter 
determines whether the entire plan [Start entire plan] or only a single line [Start single line] is started. To 
access the menu for starting recipes, press [Plan] while the 'Single WP' view or 'All WPs' overview is 
displayed.  
 

WP A Max 3000kg d= 1kg 'All WPs' overview 

WP A Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
    
WP B Idle   
 Gross 0 kg  
   

    Plan Press [Plan]. 
 

? 
Select plan function 

Start Stop Abort 
   

If no recipe has been started, or if [Local stop] and [Local start] are 
not enabled for [Recipe], only [Start] is shown. 

 

? 
Load plans now? 

Yes  No 
   

This prompt is displayed if no plan names have been loaded. 

 

 

Loading plans... 

This operation may take several minutes, dependent on the number 
of plans. Plan names cannot be loaded unless plans have been 
generated using ProBatch+ and enabled with [Set ready].  

 

!!! 
Cannot load plans 

 OK  
   

This message indicates that no connection to ProBatch+ can be 
established (for example, because ProBatch+ is not running, or the 
network cable is disconnected). This message remains displayed until 
you press [OK]. 
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Plan Menu: Local plan start 
Production line Prod. line1  
Plan  Superplan  
Order Recipe name  

 Supermix  
 RecAmanL  
   

Start   Details Load  
 
[Start] The selected plan or plan line is started, if parameter [Start single line] was enabled under 

[Configuration]-[Plan option]. A message containing the displayed plan parameters is sent to 
ProBatch+. Once the plan has been started successfully, the previous view ('Single WP' or 'All 
WPs') is shown again. 

[Details] The setpoint, number of recipe cycles and other parameters (if configured) are displayed. 

[Load] Communication with ProBatch+ is established and the names of available plans are 
downloaded. 

 
Plan  

Production line Prod. line1  
Plan  Superplan  
Order Recipe name  

 Supermix  
 RecAmanL  
 Supermix  
 RecAmanL  
 Supermix  
 RecAmanL  
 Supermix  
 RecAmanL  
 Supermix  

Start Pg down Pg up Details Load  
 

If there are more than 9 lines in a plan, press [Pg up] and [Pg down] to scroll the display. 
Select [Details] to view the following parameters: 
 

Plan  
Production line Prod. line1  
Plan Superplan  
Recipe name  Supermix  
Setpoint 200 kg  
Recipe cycles 1  

   

Start   List Load  
 
[List] Return to the previous view. 

 
[Customer] 
[Order] 
[Production ID] 
[Recipe cycles] 

The parameters depend on the configuration; see also Section 4.2.8. 
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6 SPM and PLC 
 
The memory accessible to the user is what is termed "scratch-pad memory" (SPM), for definition of fixed 
addresses; internal data is saved in SPM managed by the compiler). 
 
 

6.1 Virtual SPM 
 
The virtual SPM is located at the fixed address %MB768. By defining a union of arrays, indexed SPM 
addressing is possible. The address is relative to the beginning and can be indexed as a bit, a byte, a word 
(16 or 32 bits), or the real address can be used. Some of the SPM addresses are used for predefined data or 
ranges. The remaining addresses can be utilized for user data. 
 
Allocation: 
 
System BOOL  Function 
 0  TRUE 
 1  Phase is active 
 2  Stop batching 
 3  Common flow warning 
 4  Common tolerance alarm 

Remote controlled BOOL  Function 
production 8  Position 1 
 ...  ... 
 15  Position 8 

Free BOOL  Function 
 16 to 63  For IO, e.g. SPMout 

Scale flags 
BOOL 
WP A 

BOOL 
WP B Function 

 64 80 Weight is valid 
 65 81 ¼ d 
 66 82 Stability 
 67 83 Tared 
 68 84 Coarse 
 69 85 Fine 
 70 86 Discharge 
 71 87 Direction for simulation 
 72 88 Limit 1 
 73 89 Limit 2 
 74 90 Flow warning 
 75 91 Tolerance alarm 
 76 92 Phase running (oStatus=1)
 77 93 Phase held (oStatus=0) 

Scale control 
BOOL 
WP A 

BOOL 
WP B Function 

 128 136 Set zero 
 129 137 Tare 
 130 138 Reset tare 

Free BOOL  Function 
 160 to 191  Can be used for IO 
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SPMout/logic function WP A bits WP B bits Function 
 192 to 255 256 to 319 SPMout 
 448 to 511 512 to 575 SPMout AND coarse 
 704 to 767 768 to 831 SPMout AND fine 
 

Analog inputs 
WORD  
Input 1 

WORD  
Input 2 

WORD  
Input 3 

WORD 
Input 4 Function 

 60 61 62 63 First card found 
      

Analog output 
WORD 
Slot 1 

WORD 
Slot 2 

WORD 
Slot 3  Function 

 64 65 66  Outputs of the 3 slots 

BCD output 
DWORD 
Slot 1 

DWORD 
Slot 2 

DWORD 
Slot 3  Function 

 34 35 36  Prepared1 

Test DWORD    Function 
 37 to 41    Test 

Fieldbus 
LWORD 
WP A 

LWORD 
WP B   Function 

 21 23   Field bus reads 8 bytes 
 22 24   Field bus writes 8 bytes 
      
Free BOOL WORD   Function 
 1600 to 2047 100 to 127   Can be used for IO 

 
 

6.2 Batch Control Addresses 
 
A structure of 320 bytes is defined for control using a PC. For recipe control, another structure of the same 
type, but with different meanings for the individual items is defined. The structures are designed as arrays. 
The basic SPM address is %MB1024. 
 
WP A %MB1024 
WP B %MB1344 
 
 

6.3 Fieldbus Addresses 
 
For control over the fieldbus interface, 20-byte and 32-byte structures are defined for weighing points A 
and B. Basic SPM addresses: 
 
 Written by fieldbus Read by fieldbus 
WP A %MB480 %MB544 
WP B %MB512 %MB576 
 
 

6.4 Internal PLC 
 
Internal PLC programs running cyclically and started at intervals of 20 ms are used for the input and output 
batch function and for the fieldbus functions. 
 

                                              
1 The analog output components can be written only into the 16 least significant bits.  
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7 Databases 
 

7.1 Databases with Unlimited Access 
 
7.1.1 Recipe (REC) 
 
This database contains the recipes stored in Combics Pro and required for local start of a recipe. The 
maximum number of recipes is 5000, corresponding to a local memory requirement of approximately 500 
kbytes (100 bytes/recipe). 
 
T_REC         : STRUCT 
  PLine       : STR20;                  (* production line of recipe (Str) *) 
  ID          : STR20;                  (* name of the recipe *) 
  PLineID     : INT;                    (* production line of recipe (Int) *) 
  OrderID     : STR20;                  (* order ident *) 
  CustID      : STR20;                  (* customer *) 
  Setp        : REAL;                   (* setpoint *) 
  ProdID      : DINT;                   (* production number *) 
  Dim         : INT;                    (* weight dimension *) 
  Cycle       : INT;                    (* cycles *) 
  Del         : BOOL;                   (* delete recipe after refresh or not *) 
END_STRUCT; 
DB_REC        : TABLE OF T_REC;         (* all recipes *) 

 
 
7.1.2 Plan (PLAN) 
 
This database contains the plans stored in Combics Pro and required for local start of a production plan. 
The maximum number of plans is 5000, corresponding to a local memory requirement of approximately 600 
kbytes (124 bytes/plan). 
 
T_PLAN        : STRUCT 
  ID          : INT;                    (* number of entries *) 
  PLine       : STR20;                  (* production line of plan (Str) *) 
  PLAN        : STR20;                  (* name of plan *) 
  REC         : STR20;                  (* name of recipe *) 
  OrderID     : STR20;                  (* order ident *) 
  CustID      : STR20;                  (* customer *) 
  ProdID      : DINT;                   (* production number *) 
  Setp        : REAL;                   (* setpoint *) 
  Dim         : INT;                    (* weight dimension *) 
  PLineID     : INT;                    (* production line of recipe (Int) *) 
  PlanLine    : INT;                    (* line in plan *) 
  Cycle       : INT;                    (* cycles *) 
END_STRUCT; 
DB_PLAN       : TABLE OF T_PLAN;        (* all plans *) 
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